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To everything there is a season, 

as the Bible and The Byrds told us. 

A time to be born, and a time to die; 

a time to plant, and a time to reap.



Since Autumn 2004, art projects have

been germinating in every corner of

Southwark Park. Installations, actions,

films and rituals: for a year they have

grown, and now they are gathered in.

Reap is that collective harvest. 

While the seasons have been turning,

Reap has been exploring ways of marking

and capturing time; observing cycles of

growth and decay; of accumulation and

dispersal; absence and presence; memory

and metamorphosis; of that which passes

and that which endures. 

Providing a continuous, if changing

presence throughout the year have been

Anne Bean’s large-scale installations

inside the disused church at Dilston Grove

– Remember Me, the massed assembly

on the altar floor of 5000 apples; and

suspended beyond in the nave, Twelve

Hundred Fathoms and Ashes, an

installation gradually consuming itself, and

turning to ash. Made from slow-burning

incense, hung from the ceiling in coiling

red and yellow cones, interlaced with a

tangled web of thin blue threads, Twelve

Hundred Fathoms has been smouldering

continuously since September 2004, a tiny

glowing ember and a wisp of fragrant

smoke spiralling across the space with the

passing of the days. Soon nothing will

remain but a few singed threads, and the

curls of fallen ash lying beneath like

discarded insect cases. Tantalisingly now,

it is poised between states, nearing the

transition from sculpture to drawing – a

pattern on the floor. Over the year it has

served as a calendar, visibly marking off

the weeks; a reminder of time past, time

future and time present.

The sea of apples, meanwhile, has

changed little. A number of the fruits were

selected to receive an elixir of youth to

keep them plump and green; revealing

over time a hidden message – a phrase

picked out amongst the putrefaction. Yet

even the natural apples have proved

remarkably resilient. After many months,

the majority are scarcely crumpled, with



only a sprinkling collapsing in on

themselves in a frill of white mould or soft

brown rot. Instead of charting the steady

march of time, the apples have highlighted

the unpredictability of decay. How

differently we age. What random events

puncture some lives and spare others?

The recondite message in the apples

(a line from TS Eliot’s Four Quartets) has

also found life in another project,

experiencing the vagaries of translation. In

a chain around the world, the phrase has

been rendered into a succession of

languages, each version stretching it

further from its origins, until only a ghost of

the ancestral phrase remains, in a kind of

linguistic genetic processing. 

Anne Bean’s collaborative live art

piece, Yearnings, tests the persistence of

memory, eschewing video-documentation

in favour of old-fashioned human

recollection. With no notes to fall back on

(and no conferring), five women re-enact a

performance Bean gave twelve months

previously, unravelling the actions from the

residue of their memories. Yearnings

engages with live art’s central dilemma –

how to control the all-pervasive urge to

preserve for posterity an ephemeral event

which was supposed to exist only in that

present moment. 

This same urge to preserve, drives our

lottery-funded heritage obsession. Lucy

Baldwyn is intrigued by Southwark Park’s

bandstand, which is a recent replica of the

historic bandstand which went the way of

all decorative metalwork in World War II,

melted down for artillery shells. Fascinated

by the uneasy identity of the simulacrum,

Baldwyn’s piece Bandstand plays with the

ghosts of memory, exploring how

something can be simultaneously present

and absent.

In Growth, Cultivation and Seeding,

Gail Dickerson’s dishes of metal scraps

corrode and oxidise, passing from copper

to verdigris, iron to rust. Chemicals

dissolve in the rain, colours leech into the



soil, but an imprint always remains: a faint

reminder of a time before.

Time is not just change, but continuity.

A baton change between the generations.

Over on the bowling green, members of

the bowling club have been teaching

Lucille Power how to deliver a wood.

Accumulated life experiences live on in

another and another trace is left. 

For twelve months, Visitations, has

been Dilston Grove’s meditative visitor’s

book: inviting all who came to lay a

fragment of incense upon heat-sensitive

paper. A diary of little silvery comet streaks

records each fleeting human presence: a

few faint flickers in December, a flurry of

marks telling the story of crowded open

days on Ash Wednesday and May Day. As

the months have passed, so the projects

have proliferated, sending out sideshoots

and freely self-seeding. Hundreds of

people have unexpectedly found

themselves a part of Reap’s year – joining

in rituals, stepping through photographs –

or attending an opening and finding they

now have custody of a bear. A year ago

there was a roomful of identical teddies.

Sent out into the world to be weathered by

tides, nibbled by bugs, submerged under

water and hoisted up trees, now they’re

returning as bedraggled witnesses to the

harshness of time’s processes.

Hidden away behind the rangers’ hut,

is a strange strip of land, padlocked from

the public. A storage site for unused

rowing boats and sea scout flags, a

dumping ground for shopping trolleys and

traffic cones, and curiosities like the

disused motorised dogwaste truck, “FIDO”

(Faeces Intake Disposal Operation).

Officially “the old fish farm”, it’s been

dubbed “the secret garden”. Someone set

up home here once, built a clubhouse,

planted fruit trees, kept animals, caged

birds. Now it’s gone to nettles. Over the

year, sound/text artist z’ev has

transformed a corner into a sound garden,

every month hanging up another piece of

found metal in the trees. 



Meanwhile Anne Bean has measured

out the days in flowery dresses. 365

flowery old dresses, gathered from jumble;

float on the pondweed, poke from the

brambles, hang from the trees; confuse

the snails which slither up crimplene. A

cheery presence. Flowers in winter. But

then the wind changes, and you see they

measure loss. Little girls grown too big for

their poppy-covered smocks; the empty

wardrobes cleared out by death.

Southwark Park was opened in 1869,

on land snatched from the jaws of urban

sprawl, salvaged from the last market

gardens of Bermondsey and Rotherhithe.

The tide of industrialisation had swallowed

up the countryside, and with it the ancient

traditions for marking the passing of the

seasons, and connecting with the cycles

of the land. The new economic order had

no time for inconvenient festivals, falling

on any old day of the week, or bunched up

in thoughtless clusters through the year.

So, a once-rich calendar of festivals and

feast-days was filtered down to a few

meagre bank holidays. David Chapman’s

Observances project reinstated in the park

a host of the traditional rituals and

revelries which once added seasoning to

the year. In intimate actions for the

camera, or participatory collective

celebrations, the months have been

signalled with wassailed apple trees and

wickermen, the leaping of candlesticks

and the sounding of May horns. Out on

the Thames, Richard Wilson raised a flag

to salute each equinox and solstice.

Graham Fagen challenges the

naturalness of the park environment

through his sculpture Annual Perennial.

Artificially landscaped, and filled with

hybridised planting, our parks offer a

sanitised and controlled slice of nature.

Midas-like, Fagen has taken the taming of

nature to its logical conclusion, by casting

a tree in bronze. A living conifer, dipped in

plaster to make the sculpture’s mould, is

combusted in a kiln; destroyed so it can

live forever, atrophied in shiny metal as a

new municipal monument. 





Like a tinsel Christmas tree, Annual

Perennial offers a non-fuss, wipe-clean

way to celebrate the year. In making the

sculpture however, Fagen manages to

exact a certain revenge upon our man-

handled countryside, since the tree he

destroyed was a Sitka spruce: a non-

native species currently scarring Britain in

a succession of soul-less, soil-acidifying

but tax-friendly commercial plantations.

In previous work Marcus Coates has

striven to understand what it is to be a

stoat, or a robin or a goshawk. Here he

tests the romantic belief that going back to

nature will clarify what it is to be human.

Filmed in the park over four seasons,

Coates’ piece, Life in the Woods,

examines day-to-day parklife through the

eyes of ‘Dave’. In a bid to lead a more

essential life, Dave has moved out of his

flat to live with the elements. From his

makeshift shelter he recounts his

encounters with gladiatorial teenagers and

duck-feeding mums, observing the quiet

desperation of modern society.

Emily Richardson’s film Block

responds to the regularities and repetitions

of the urban landscape. Filming in

Maydew House, a 26-floor concrete

monolith overlooking the park, Richardson

notes how little ostensibly changes in this

environment. Designed without spaces for

loitering or lingering, the towerblock holds

its secrets behind the identical doors on its

identical corridors. Year round there’s the

identical soundscape of traintracks, dogs

barking and the muffled laughs and chatter

of unseen inhabitants; the lengthening

days marked only by the shifting patterns

of lightbulbs clicking on.



Mark Anderson’s niece Annie was born

just as Reap began, and a new

photograph of her has gone up on the

outside of the Gallery every week

throughout the year. From tiny inscrutable

newborn, to alert impatient one-year-old,

Annie’s Year shows a step-by-step

progression of human growth and

development. But paradoxically, two aging

processes are simultaneously at play. The

photographs themselves are weathered by

the elements. The younger the baby’s

face, the more bleached out and faded the

image. Even as we ripen, we rot.

Month on month, the artists captured

moments from the year to replay. Every

week, the same plane tree photographed

through the church window. Every week, a

panorama out across the park. Every day

a few seconds of sound recorded from the

news. But time, here, is not a one-way

street. It twists as it turns. The year is

shuffled, sliced and spliced into new

sequences, where seedling and seedpod

can co-exist. The same little girl, filmed by

Miyako Narita, catches and throws a ball

to her past and future self.

What we call the beginning is often the

end, and to make an end is to make a

beginning. On 17th  September 2004, Mark

Anderson triggered two devices, counting

down to the dying moments of the

exhibition. A clock has been notching off

the seconds, tick by tick; and a solar panel

has been drawing down whatever energy

has seeped through the cloud cover, to

charge up a couple of 12 volt batteries.

Accumulated drip by drip, a year’s worth of

energy is released in one almighty bang,

as a blue spark leaping across an

electrode gap. A year seems such a long

time. Then suddenly, it’s over in a flash.

Judith Palmer 2005



Mark Anderson Annie’s Year (with Anne
Bean), Countdown, Light Year, Plane
View, Solar Traces. 

Lucy Baldwyn Bandstand, Yearnings
(with Anne Bean, Holly Darton, Meg
Mosley, Miyako Narita, Lucille Power). 

Anne Bean 365 Dresses, Deflowered,
Remember Me, Shadow Deed, Today’s
The Day, The Artist’s Breath, The Still
Point, Twelve Hundred Fathoms & Ashes,
Visitations, Yearnings (with Lucy Baldwyn,
Holly Darton, Meg Mosley, Miyako Narita,
Lucille Power). 

David Chapman Observances. 

Marcus Coates Life In The Woods. 

Rachel Cohen Chinese Whispers.

Holly Darton Public Snap Shot, Yearnings
(with Lucy Baldwyn, Anne Bean, Meg
Mosley, Miyako Narita, Lucille Power). 

Gail Dickerson Cultivation, Growth,
Seeding. 

Graham Fagen Annual Perennial. 

Brian Gilson Foraging. 

Illur Malus Islandus Scatter (with Harald
Smykla, Eden Solomon). 

Meg Mosley A Year To Remember,
Yearnings (with Lucy Baldwyn, Anne Bean,
Holly Darton, Miyako Narita, Lucille
Power). 

Miyako Narita Yma, Yearnings (with Lucy
Baldwyn, Anne Bean, Holly Darton, Meg
Mosley, Lucille Power). 

Lucille Power Super Bowls, Yearnings
(with Lucy Baldwyn, Anne Bean, Holly
Darton, Meg Mosley, Miyako Narita), 

Emily Richardson BLOCK. 

Harald Smykla Scatter (with Illur Malus
Islandus, Eden Solomon). 

Eden Solomon Scatter (with Harald
Smykla, Eden Solomon). 

Richard Wilson Jolly Roger (with Anne
Bean). 

z’ev Metal.
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With many thanks to Gary Magold, the Friends and Young

Friends of Southwark Park; Paul Highman, Jackie Adams,

Josie Choirocchi and the Southwark Park team; Ron

Henocq, David Allen, Michèle Fuirer and Malcolm Jones at

Cafe Gallery Projects; Frances Coleman at Coleman

Project Space, Sarah Landeg and Michael Kelly at Redriff

Primary School; Anya Whitehead at Southwark Arts;

Jonathan Hoar at Southwark Property; John Benton at

Southwark Events; John Holman, Concierge at Maydew

House; Jacqui Elliott at Abbeyfield Tenants Association;

Abbeyfield Neighbourhood Housing Office; Howard Jones &

Sonia Samuels and all the residents of Maydew House;

Graham Calvert; Karl Anderson, Annie and family;

Southwark Park Bowling Club; Chris Goodwin; 

Mike Harrison; Jane Hanson; Peter Fink; Paul Burwell;

Sarah Crocker; Charlie Whittuck; Yma Ziranek-Wilson;

Sylvia Ziranek; Alex Gardner; Judith Palmer; Janette Scott

Arts PR; Jo Hughes; Elsie and Geoff Mc Garry; Lucy Neal;

Irene Pomatto; Simon Miles; Tim Cole; Ged Forrest; Nick

David; Katie Warren; Sam Abelman; Robin Kirsten; Adam

Clitheroe; Jonah Fox; Len Thornton; LUX; Geoff Davies 

at Jamaica Road Scout House; Eric Thomas at Albany

District Scout Council; Jane Deakin; Mr. Patterson; Simon

Alper at Chilford Hall Vineyard; Keens Cheddar and

Lllanboidy Cheese. 

A very special thank you to all the teddy carers for

Today’s The Day and all the translators for The Still Point.
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